In this paper, we propose and analyze a tensor product subdivision scheme which is the extension of three point scheme for curve modeling. The usefulness of the scheme is illustrated by considering different examples along with its application in surface modeling.
Introduction
Surface modeling method is one of the important study contents in the fields of computer aided geometric design and computer graphics. Subdivision methods are effective algorithms of surface modeling in computeraided geometric design. They are a kind of models from discrete data to discrete data, so they are fast methods of producing curves and surfaces. Subdivision modeling methods have been developed fast since 90's and they combine excellences of polygon modeling and NURBS (NonUniform Rational B-Spline) modeling. So subdivision modeling has an extensive application in computer animation and movies, CAD, finite element analysis, etc.
The initial subdivision schemes were proposed in the late seventies [1, 2] , while later researches have been focused generally on the properties of the limit surfaces, such as smoothness [3, 4] and evaluation [5] . Properties of subdivision surfaces are now well understood, making them attractive in geometric design applications. Hoppe et al. [6] presented a method to reconstruct piecewise smooth surface models from scattered range data using a variation of Loop's scheme [7] . Morin et al. [8] addressed the issue of reconstructing rotational features in surfaces as special cases. Jena et al.
[9] presented a non-interpolatory scheme for tensor product bi-quadratic trigonometric spline surfaces. Li and Zheng [10] presented a new perspective for constructing interpolatory subdivision from primal approximating subdivision. The new perspective also showed a link between those classic approximating and interpolatory subdivision schemes.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to binary case. The simplest way to extend univariate scheme to bivariate scheme is tensor-product scheme. Laurent polynomial of tensor product scheme can be obtained by the following rule.
where   A general compact form of binary subdivision scheme S which maps a polygon to a refined 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly review the construction of a 3-point tensor product scheme. We discuss the continuity of these schemes in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we present some examples of surfaces generated with our new algorithm and conclude in Section 6.
Construction of 3-Point Tensor Product Binary Scheme
In this section, we present continuous, 3-point tensor product binary approximating scheme. Consider the mask of 3-point binary univariate subdivision scheme proposed in m-point approximating scheme [12] , for par- 
Analysis of 3-Point Tensor Product Scheme
To check the continuity of the 3-point tensor product scheme (2.2), we apply similar analysis tools to those in the univariate case for the bivariate subdivision schemes defined on regular quadrilateral meshes. From (1.6) for and then from (2.1), we get 
By utilizing (1.7), we get respectively, then for , we get 
